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Abstract: Across the nation and across Florida, property owners are waking up to new inland and
coastal FEMA flood maps that may not only show significant changes in flood risk but
include new flood zones and terminology. As a floodplain manager, are you ready to
explain the change in flood risk and the insurance implications? Do you understand the
different coastal risks like the Coastal A zone now being shown on maps? And what is a
LiMWA anyway? With all of the changes due to NFIP reform, are you aware of the latest
rating options residents have when their homes are newly identified to be at high
risk…or no longer are in a high‐risk area?
This workshop will help explain those changes, what they mean and provide key
messaging so that you will be able to better understand and explain the impacts and
options, whether to a property owner, the media…or an elected official.
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